The Politics of International Economic Relations

On-Line Course Information

On-Line Access: This course is offered entirely on-line. All course materials except for the textbooks will be accessible on-line for reading and viewing. All assignments will be completed and graded on-line.

Contacting Me: The most reliable way to reach me is by email: shale@uwm.edu. I check email most days during the week (though often not on weekends). If you send an email, please be certain to put “Polsci 330” as your subject header. Also, you are always welcome to come in during my office hours or to call me in my office (414-229-2399). If I am not in when you call, leave a phone number so that I can call you back.

Computer Skills Needed for the Course: You will need basic word processing skills; the ability to send and receive email; and a simple understanding of how to access and browse websites, including our course website on Desire2Learn (D2L). You will have to be able to receive email via your ePanther email account, but you can if you wish forward your ePanther email to a private account. Checking your email and our course website regularly is very important to your ability to do well in this course.

Computer Resources Needed for the Course: You will need routine access either to a computer that has a broadband connection (such as Roadrunner or DSL), or to a campus network connection to the internet. If you don’t have your own computer, you will need to use one of the campus lab computers, or perhaps a computer in the public library.

Dialup access is NOT sufficient to pass this course! Dialup access is NOT sufficient to pass this course! Dialup access is NOT sufficient to pass this course!

The computer you use must have a basic word processing package such as Microsoft Word. You will also need Adobe Acrobat Reader to view Adobe PDF files.

Keeping Up with the Course: It is easy to fall behind in on-line courses if you do not keep up with the readings and assignments. Be careful to organize your time effectively so as to be able to complete the coursework.
Grades
Grades will be based on eight short exams. The lowest exam grade will be dropped, and the final grade will be based on the remaining seven exams (14.29% of the grade each). These short exams focus on the material covered in the previous one to three weeks, but may also cover material from earlier weeks. Short exams must be taken on-line between 6:00 am in the morning and 2:00 am at night (a 20-hour time window), as follows:

- Tuesday, February 1, 6:00 am-Wednesday, February 2, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, February 22, 6:00 am-Wednesday, February 23, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, March 8, 6:00 am-Wednesday, March 9, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, March 15, 6:00 am-Wednesday, March 16, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, April 5, 6:00 am-Wednesday, April 6, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, April 19, 6:00 am-Wednesday, April 20, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, May 10, 6:00 am-Wednesday, May 11, 2:00 am
- Tuesday, May 17, 6:00 am-Wednesday, May 18, 2:00 am

No make-up exams will be given. If there is a medical emergency, documented by a written excuse from a health care provider, an exam may be dropped. In this case, the grade will be calculated based on the other seven exams taken.

You will take the exams on-line in a timed format. You will have a set amount of time—usually 35 minutes—to take an exam. You must complete the exam in that amount of time. Late exams may still be submitted, but will receive lower grades. Once you start an exam, you must finish it—there is no starting an exam, exiting, and coming back to it at another time. Each exam may only be taken one time. All eight short exams will consist of one or more essay questions. To avoid losing your work while you are writing, you should write up your essay in your word-processing program, and then copy-and-paste it into the D2L exam window. Once you have pasted in your essay answer, be sure to click on the relevant D2L icons to save your work and then to submit your answer.

Grades will be assigned on a 0-4.0 scale. D2L shows the grades as a percentage score out of 100. The following list shows how these numerical scores equate to letter grades:

- A = 4 = 100%
- A- = 3.67 = 91.75%
- B+ = 3.33 = 83.25%
- B = 3 = 75%
- B- = 2.67 = 66.75%
- C+ = 2.33 = 58.25%
- C = 2 = 50%
- C- = 1.67 = 41.75%
- D+ = 1.33 = 33.25%
- D = 1 = 25%
- D- = 0.67 = 16.75%
- F = 0 = 0%

Exam grades will be posted on D2L within one week after exams are taken. Students with questions about their grades should discuss them first via email with the Teaching Assistant. If any issues remain unresolved, students should then contact me. Final course grades will be posted on PAWS.
Students are responsible to honestly complete and represent their work, to appropriately cite sources, and to respect others’ academic endeavors.

Course Description
Following a brief introduction to economic policy-making in general, the course is divided into five main parts. The first part examines the modern history of the international trading system. We begin with a brief introduction to the theory of international trade. We then examine how and why the trade policies of the world’s major economies have evolved in certain ways over the last 150 years. Next, we look at how U.S. trade policy evolved after World War II. Both for the international system as a whole and for the U.S., why has there been so much variation over time between free trade and protectionism? We will examine the impact of economic interest group coalitions, political institutions, and national military or security interests.

The second part surveys some basic features of the international economy. First we look at multinational corporations (MNCs). What explains the development of MNCs? How have MNCs affected the international development process? Next we look at the workings of international finance. What are the sources of international financial crises? What are the possible responses to such crises? How do macroeconomic and exchange rate policies influence international trade and investment flows? The possibilities are illustrated through a historical survey of change in the international monetary system.

The next parts turn to recent and current issues in the international economy, both in the developed (rich) and developing (poor) parts of the world. How and why did most of Western Europe come to adopt a common currency, the Euro? What are the strengths and weaknesses of Europe’s monetary integration? What is the state of trade relations among the largest developed economies? Will trade continue to become freer, or will there be a relapse into separate, more protectionist trade blocs? What explains why some regions of the developing world, particularly East and Southeast Asia, have had much higher rates of economic growth than others? Are present policies and development patterns in the post-communist countries most similar to those in any other regions, such as East Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, or Africa? Particular attention will be paid to the causes and consequences of the 1997-99 international financial crises in Southeast and East Asia, Latin America, and post-communist Europe.

The last part of the course analyzes the role of economic trends in bringing about the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. How did economic trends interact with other factors—such as Soviet institutions, ideology, and leadership, or the revolutionary changes in computer and communications technologies—to bring about the collapse?

Readings
The following required books are available in the bookstore:


Other readings are available on the D2L course site and on electronic reserve in Golda Meir Library, at: <https://millib.wisconsin.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=rbSearch>.

**Course and Exam Schedule**

Before reading the lecture notes and doing the reading, please read the study and discussion questions below. This will help you focus on the central questions and topics of the course, and also give you an idea of what to expect on the exams. After the exam times listed below within each of the subject areas, the material to be covered for that exam time is also listed. Students will not be expected to know material to be covered after a given exam, but they should be ready to answer questions about all material covered through the given exam.


Reading: Coughlin, Chrystal and Wood 2000; Frey 1984, chap. 2; Rogowski 1987; Alt and Gilligan 1994.

**Short exam on-line:**

Tuesday, February 1, 6:00 am-Wednesday, February 2, 2:00 am. (All material for Week 1 is relevant for this exam. Above all, you should be able to explain the models of international trade; explain their implications for which groups are expected to support free trade or protection; and apply them to examples of countries with different factor endowments. Other material may also be covered.)

**Weeks 2-4 (January 31-February 16): The Great Depression of the Late Nineteenth Century: Trade Policy and Development of Political Regime Type. Trade Policy after the World Wars.**


**Short exam on-line:**

Tuesday, February 22, 6:00 am-Wednesday, February 23, 2:00 am. (May cover any historical periods discussed through the end of World War II—including all readings for Weeks 2-4. Above all, you should be able to apply the models of international trade to understand trade policies during the Great Depression of the late 19th century and after World War II. In your studying, pay especially close attention to the discussions of Germany and the United States. Other material may also be covered.)

**Study and discussion questions:** Is international trade good or bad? Is it preferable to the alternative of protection? Choose a country and discuss the costs and benefits of
past or current levels of trade protection. Which groups were protesting against free trade at the famous Seattle meeting of the WTO and at more recent anti-globalization events? Can international trade models help us to understand why these groups and not others oppose free trade?

Weeks 4-6 (February 17-March 4): U.S. Trade Policy since the 1960s. Responses to the Oil and Competitive Shocks of the 1970s and 1980s.
Reading: Destler, chaps. 1-11; Bhagwati 1988, pp. 43-71; Spero and Hart, pp. 4-7, 72-97, 338-350.

Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, March 8, 6:00 am-Wednesday, March 9, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through Weeks 4-6. Above all, you should be able to discuss the major factors that influenced U.S. trade policies from the 1970s onward; and to explain how these factors may be related to one another, and how they came together to produce U.S. trade policies. Other material may also be covered.)

Study and discussion questions:
- What was the relative importance of economic interest groups and national military interests in determining the response to the oil shocks? Why was the response less protectionist than that following World War I and the Depression? What was the difference with the period after World War II? Why did the U.S. respond to Japanese protectionism in the way it did? In particular, why was the U.S. response so late in coming and so limited? Which groups were the main opponents and proponents of the NAFTA agreement? How important was presidential leadership in making NAFTA possible? How were President Bush’s trade policy goals and trade policies different from those of President Clinton? How about President Obama’s goals and policies? Should the U.S. link trade policy to other goals, such as improving labor conditions, environmental standards, and human rights in other countries? Choose an example of a protectionist U.S. industry, and discuss how successfully it has sought protection and how it justifies protection. Choose an example of a free-trading industry and discuss how it justifies free trade.

Part II: The International Monetary System and Multinational Corporations.

Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, March 15, 6:00 am-Wednesday, March 16, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through Week 7. Above all, you should be able to explain how the five main policy responses to deteriorating international competitiveness work. Other material may also be covered.)

Study and discussion questions:
- Is it desirable for governments to impose significant controls on international portfolio investment? Look at a particular example, such as Chile, Malaysia, or China, and discuss the pros and cons.

Week 8 (March 14-18): Development of Multinational Corporations: Causes and Consequences.
Reading: Spero and Hart, chaps. 4, 8.
Study and discussion questions: Is direct foreign investment more or less desirable than the alternatives, i.e. less investment or more portfolio investment? What impact has foreign direct investment had in the U.S. and Mexico? Is more foreign investment in the U.S. and Mexico desirable? Why, in recent decades, has most foreign investment in the developing world gone to East and Southeast Asia? Choose an example of a country and discuss the ways in which foreign direct investment and multinational corporations are discussed in its mass media.

“Spring” Break (March 21-25).

Part III: Financial and Trade Relations among the Rich Countries.
Week 9 (March 28-April 1): International Financial Relations. European Monetary Integration.
Reading: Spero and Hart, pp. 7-11, 42-53; Feldstein 1997.
Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, April 5, 6:00 am-Wednesday, April 6, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through European monetary integration. You should be able to discuss what MNCs are, and why they develop; and explain some of the varying political attitudes and policy responses to MNCs, particularly in the developing world. You should be able to discuss what is involved when a European country adopts the Euro alongside other countries; what the main economic benefits and drawbacks are; and under what conditions the monetary union is likely to come under the most economic and political stress. Other material may also be covered.)
Study and discussion questions: Will the European Monetary Union (EMU) succeed in increasing European competitiveness? Choose an EU country and summarize journalistic debates over how it has been affected by monetary union. Choose an EU country that has so far opted out—such as Denmark, Sweden, or the United Kingdom—and summarize the debates about whether it should join in the future. In the long run, will the EMU strengthen or weaken European integration? What are the likely long-term consequences for the EMU of the recent dramatic moves towards EU enlargement? What does the global recession of 2008 show about the EMU’s strengths and weaknesses?

Reading: Spero and Hart, pp. 98-116, and review the rest of chap. 3; Sandholtz 1992, pp. 167-96.
Study and discussion questions: Will the international economy collapse into three great protectionist trading blocs, remain more or less as it is, or see increasingly free trade and capital flows? How has the EU’s eastern enlargement affected its trade policy? How has NAFTA affected U.S. trade policy? Will new protectionist trade blocs form in East Asia? Is preservation of national culture a legitimate pretext for restricting trade in “cultural products” such as movies and television shows?

Reading: Spero and Hart, chaps. 5-7; Haggard 1991.

Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, April 19, 6:00 am-Wednesday, April 20, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through causes of uneven economic development. You should be able to discuss economic and military motives for forming or avoiding exclusive regional trading blocs; and to be able to apply this reasoning to the question of why trading blocs may or may not form in various parts of the world. You should be able to discuss the main causes of uneven economic development. Other material may also be covered.)

Study and discussion questions: What explains why developing countries have had such different rates of economic growth? What types of factors are likely to explain why policies more or less favorable to growth are adopted? For example, why have East and Southeast Asian countries usually adopted policies more favorable to growth than Latin American countries? Pick an example of a more or less successful set of policies and try to explain why such policies were chosen.

Reading: Horowitz and Heo 2001, chaps. 1-2, 4-14; Spero and Hart, pp. 54-63 and chap. 10.

Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, May 10, 6:00 am-Wednesday, May 11, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through Week 14. Above all, you should be able to discuss why countries adopted the policies they did before and after the financial crisis of 1997-99. You should focus particularly on explaining the policy similarities and differences for each of the following pairs of countries: Thailand and Malaysia; Thailand and South Korea; South Korea and Taiwan; Mexico and Brazil; Poland and Russia. On the quiz, you are likely to have to discuss one of these five pairs. Other material may also be covered.)

Study and discussion questions: Choose a country affected by the international financial crisis, and summarize the journalistic debate over the sources of the crisis and the best responses to it. What policies should the International Monetary Fund (IMF) prescribe in response to such crises? Should it require more or less stringent reforms? What kinds of reforms should it emphasize? When and to what extent is debt forgiveness desirable? What policy should the IMF and the “Western” Powers follow towards Russia? How well did the IMF do in prodding Russia to deepen market reforms? Does Russia’s strategic importance justify pursuing different policies than those considered best for other developing countries? Does the same logic apply to Brazil or Turkey?

Part V: Economic and Other Factors in Ending the Cold War.
Week 15 (May 9-May 13): Explaining the Collapse of the USSR.
Reading: Rush 1993; Sestanovich 1993; Kontorovich 1993; Fairbanks 1993; Reddaway 1993.
Short exam on-line:
Tuesday, May 17, 6:00 am-Wednesday, May 18, 2:00 am. (Covers all materials through collapse of the USSR. Above all, you should focus on explaining the main causes of the Soviet Union’s collapse, and discussing the relative importance of these factors. Other material may also be covered.)

Study and discussion questions: How stable or unstable was the Soviet Union in the mid-1980s? How did internal and international factors interact to cause its collapse in 1989-1991? In particular, what role was played by the USSR’s economic performance and by economic trends in the West and Japan? What was the effect of President Reagan’s defense build-up? If not for the changes implemented by Mikhail Gorbachev, would the USSR still exist? For how long could it have survived? Does the current U.S. economic embargo on Cuba improve or damage the prospects for political and economic reform?

Required Readings on Reserve in the Library:
Available via links through D2L course site and also directly from the UWM Library Course E-Reserve site.